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Good writers… 

• assess the context into which they write, and 
plan 

• follow a process 

• have strategies for reaching their research and 
writing goals 



Five minute free-write 

• Respond to this prompt: What are some 
things that people in my discipline argue 
about and which might hold my interest 
throughout this long project? 
– Write for 5 minutes without stopping 

– Do not edit or censor 

– This writing is private. No one but you will see it. 

– Address the prompt, but if you find yourself 
veering off the topic and feel it fruitful to do so, let 
yourself go. This is, after all, free-writing. 

 



Assessing the writing situation 

• What is the FYP measuring? 

– Whether you can locate a challenging point of 
contention or gap in the knowledge field of your 
discipline(s) (research question(s)) 

– Whether you can defend your position on that 
contested point or fill that knowledge gap by using 
valid, reliable evidence (methodology) 

– Whether you can produce good scholarly research 
(do good science) 



The FYP Context 

• It is not what you know, but whether you have 
demonstrated that you are a good scholar…a 
good scientist. 

• We want to get to the bottom of things: good 
scholars choose problems that are difficult to 
solve, questions that may even be 
unanswerable—still, we try to understand the 
truth/nature of things. 

• It is not about being right, it’s about coming to 
know the truth or nature of things, that view of 
things that the evidence supports.  
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Writing a ‘page 98 paper’ 

• My research question is …  

• Researchers who have looked at this 
subject are …  

• They argue that …  

• Debate centres on the issue of …  

• There is work to be done on …  

• My research is closest to that of X in that …  

• My contribution will be …  

(Murray 2006:104) 
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